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    For many researchers of Chinese modern literature, the name of Katagami 
Noburu is familiar but strange. However, he, as a Japanese famous literary theorist,  
came to visit China twice, and met  Lu Xun and Zhou Zuoren. Also, he was in touch 
with Hu Shi, Qiao Xuantong etc those who were active in Chinese literary area. In 
2013, the professor Chen Zhaohui published one paper named Katagami Noburu in 
China. It is the first time in Chinese modern literature area that regards Katagami 
Noburu as one special object to study. 
I chose Katagami Noburu as my subject, obviously influenced by his paper.I 
hope I could discuss the relationship of Katagami Noburu and Chinese proletarian 
literature in Twentieth century. To fill in the detailed academic research on Katagami 
Noburu is necessary. 
This paper is divided into five parts. The introduction discusses the reason ，
significance, research background and the theory. In the first chapter, the paper 
introduces the life of Katagami Noburu and his main view and his major events in 
China. Meanwhile, discuss the process of how his literary view enter Chinese literary 
area. For the domestic academic circles, this can be added extension understanding 
on Japanese literary theorist Katagami Noburu, and lead to the attention to 
awareness of the serious shortage of Katagami Noburu ; In the second chapter, I 
discuss the different attitudes between the Japanese intellectuals and Chinese 
intellectuals. They have the different point of Katagami Noburu’s literary theory. For 
intellectual circles in Japan, take Soichi Oya as an example, discuss their blame and 
belittler to Katagami Noburu. For intellectual circles in China, take Luxun as an 
example, discuss their high seteem and translation to Katagami Noburu. This can be 
seen the different certain extent the social environment, and discourse to the 
academic trend between Japan and China ; In the third chapter, I discuss the 
Katagami Noburu’s influence onChinese left-wing proletarian literature view. 
Through the introduction and analysis of Lu Xun selected translations of his five 
articles, discuss Katagami Noburu’s "new form" and "new content" in China. The 
extension of the spread of Katagami Noburu’s literary view, the concept of 
far-reaching influence, explore Katagami Noburu’s extension concept art influence 
on Chinese left-wing proletarian literature and art view, and to enrich the knowledge 
and understanding of the Japanese literary theorist Katagami Noburu. The 
conclusion is the collation of the full context, review and summarize, Japanese 
scholars Katagami Noburu’s extension status and influence in the history of modern 
Chinese literature and some related issues. 
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